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North South Corridor



INSTC

Russia, Iran and
India signed the
agreement for
the NSTC project
on 16 May 2002.

Main aim: promoting safe,
economical and sustainable
access to international market
through multimodal transport
between countries of Persian
Gulf, India with Russia, CIS,
Europe.

Joined by Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,,
Turkey, Ukraine , Oman, Syria



Founder members

INDIA IRAN RUSSIA

Other members

Republic of Azerbaijan

Republic of Armenia

Republic of Kazakhstan

Republic of Kyrgyzstan

Republic of Tajikistan

REPUBLIC OF TURKEY

REPUBLIC OF UKRAINE

REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

OMAN

SYRIA

BULGARIA (OBSERVER)

INSTC member countries



Iran: A transit brigehead

Iran at the pivotal centre-stage

▪ Bordering Pakistan and
Afghanistan on the east,

▪ Turkmenistan, Armenia
and Azerbaijan on the
north,

▪ Iraq and Turkey on the
west,

▪ Iran’s strategic location
makes it a bridge

▪ between South and West,

▪ between the Indian Ocean
and the landlocked
countries of Central Asia.



Integrated network…

▪ Primarily two routes, also involving other alternate routes, connect the INSTC
member countries.

▪ Route 1 - linking India to Azerbaijan via Iran

▪ JNPT (Mumbai) - Bandar Abbas (by sea)

▪ Bandar Abbas - Astara (on Iran-Azerbaijan border, also touching Caspian
Sea) (by road)

▪ Route 2 - connecting India and Russia via Iran

▪ JNPT - Bandar Abbas (by sea)

▪ Bandar Abbas - Amirabad (by road)

▪ Amirabad - Astrakhan (by sea).

▪ Each of the two routes connects only three countries as envisaged by the three
founding members.

▪ Ten additional countries having joined, these routes would as a rule integrate
multi-modally with several sub-routes across the member counties.



Gathering momentum…

▪ Slow to move forward, the INSTC project has lately gathered pace.

▪ Already membership at 13, up from three initial founding members.

▪ Many a milestone achieved by way of some salient infrastructure projects completed in
the region, and several others in the pipeline or on drawing board, including

▪ Commissioning of Shahid Beheshti terminal in Chabahar port (December 2017) as
also Qazvin-Rasht rail link (March 2019), the 535 km North-South road corridor
being built to link Iran with Georgia, the Minsk-Baku container train, et al.

▪ An Iran-Azerbaijan-Russia agreement signed to establish a transport corridor linking
the three countries.

▪ The three countries further agreed to cut tariffs to encourage trans-border trade
via the INSTC.

▪ Within the realms of probability is the linkage of Southeast Asia to Europe through
the INSTC.

▪ There remains a similar likelihood of INSTC expanding in the western direction,
Deutsche Bahn evincing interest in utilizing INSTC to deliver goods from Europe via
Iran and Azerbaijan.

▪ Latvia and Estonia too have expressed interest in INSTC.



Serious intent, systematic 

agenda of action

▪ A Dry Run across the 7,200 km multi-modal INSTC routes
conducted in 2014.

▪ Pointed to an alternate route with Baku as a transit point
between Iran and Russia.

▪ INSTC reduces freight carriage cost by 30%, transit time by 40%.

▪ Transportation cost on INSTC could be pared $2,500 per 15 tons
of cargo; transit time reduced to 25-30 days compared to 40-60
days taken via the Suez Canal route.

▪ Traditional sea route between Mumbai and Moscow: 8,700
nautical miles: 32-37 days vs INSTC: just 2,200 nautical miles
plus 3,000km (overland) – 19 days.

Traditional sea route between India and Finland: 16,129km –long: 45
days; multimodal route opened by INSTC: 9,389 km-long - 21 days.



INSTC: cheaper and faster 

Route Distance USD/TEU USD/FEU Transit

JNPT to Moscow via St. Petersburg 8700nm 3500 5200 45 days

JNPT – Bandar Abbas 750 nm 200 300 5 Days

Bandar Abbas-Qazvin 1461km 3

Qazvin –Astara 380km 1

Astara – Yalama 504km 2

Yalama –Moscow 2260km 5

JNPT-Moscow via Bandar Abbas 4605 + sea 2100 3100 14+5 days

JNPT-St Petersburg 5566+sea 2200 3037 15+5 days



INSTC: Some major issues 

Trump 
administration’s 
harder stance on 

Iran

Nothing daunting
• Not necessary to reinvent the wheel
• Several initiatives and templates evolved for trade and

transit facilitation.
• To save time and effort, these can be adopted, adapted,

emulated, implemented.

Problems
• Low Level of trade critical mass
• Lack of common border crossing rules
• Problems related to language, banking, insurance, customs

and other regulatory procedures and data exchange
• Higher tariffs by rail vis-à-vis road transport
• Balancing of equipment, wagon shortage, load limitations.
• Security fears.



Promise and potential

The centre of global economic gravity steadily shifting towards the
east, the INSTC hinterland mass signifies great potential of growing
volumes of trade and transit.

▪ India-Russia bilateral trade itself has been mutually targeted to rise
fourfold over next ten years, from $7b level (2016) to $30b.

▪ Energy-rich countries along INSTC would make it a preferred route
for supplies to India, world’s fourth largest energy consumer.

▪ Integrated with the upcoming high capacity Chabahar port, and
possible partnership with Eurasian Economic Union, INSTC adds
to its potential to be a high density transport corridor.

▪ Some convergence of OBOR and INSTC at some stage within the
realm of possibility.

▪ As the OBOR connects Shanghai and Almaty, extension of INSTC’s
north-west route (Iran-Turkmenistan-Kazakhstan) may link Almaty
route.



Rapidly evolving geographies 



INSTC: Reach and extent

Linking India with Central Asia, Russia and
potentially the Baltic, Nordic and Arctic regions.

Alongside the North Sea-Baltic Corridor, INSTC may
synchronise with the Scandinavian-Mediterranean
(ScanMed) Corridor,

▪ stretching from the Finnish-Russian border to
Sweden, Norway and Denmark, and

▪ further southwards to connect these Nordic and
Arctic states with Germany, Austria, Italy, even
Malta.

In due course, INSTC could connect with the
planned Arctic Corridor,

▪ connecting Finland and Europe to the deep-water
ports of the Arctic Ocean and the western tip of
the Northern Sea Route.

▪ The Arctic Corridor, once complete, is envisaged
to be the shortest, most direct route to transport
goods between Asia and Europe.
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Arctic Corridor



North Sea – Baltic Corridor



Mumbai–Mediterranean corridor 

▪ Development of freight
transport corridors
between a Mumbai port
and the Mediterranean
agreed by Iran, Azerbaijan,
Georgia and Ukraine in
January 2016.

▪ Three routes agreed.

▪ All start with the
maritime leg from
Mumbai to the port of
Bandar Abbas, and then
by rail through Iran.

▪ Land and Caspian Sea
shipping options are
then offered to
Azerbaijan, with
onward rail transport to
Georgia’s Black Sea
ports of Batumi and
Poti.



Several initiatives to improve connectivity as also to expand economic space.

▪ Alongside Bandar Abbas on the Strait of Hormuz, the port of Chabahar on the
Gulf of Oman – as Iran’s sole Indian Ocean port may well be a key feeder port
to the INSTC.

▪ India investing in the Chabahar container terminal project as well a connecting
rail line.

▪ Chabahar port could be linked to INSTC as its second entry point, once
Chabahar – Zahedan rail line is built.

• The proposed Chabahar to Zahedan line, extended up to Mashad, will
provide a direct, shorter, and easier access to the CARs. Mashad is
already connected to Sarakhs on Iran-Turkmenistan boarder.

▪ The completion of Turkmen-Kazakh section of the North South Railway line
provides an alternative to the main INSTC route for connecting to Kazakhstan
and beyond from the port of Bandar Abbas.

• This route can also be used from the Chabahar port once Chabahar-
Zahedan-Mashhad line is commissioned.

Green shoots in the region…



Immense new possibilities 

▪ It would be prudent to take advantage of the transport initiatives in the Central Asian 
region, e.g.,: 

▪ the Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) which leans heavily 
towards Europe, and 

▪ the recent Ashgabat Agreement. 

▪ India joined the Ashgabat Agreement in January 2018, which envisages creation of a 
transport corridor between CARs and the Persian Gulf. 

▪ India’s accession to the Ashgabat Agreement allows it to take advantage of rail 
connectivity in Central Asia, mainly focused on utilizing the Iran-Turkmenistan-
Kazakhstan railway line. 

▪ In March 2013, Iran inaugurated the port of Astara, south-west of the Caspian Sea.             

▪ The port has been integrated with INSTC to improve its maritime connectivity across 
the Caspian Sea.

▪ The proposed 315km Armenia-Iran railway, the Southern Armenia Railway project, forms 
a key missing link in the INSTC between the Black Sea and the Persian Gulf. 

▪ The Southern Armenia Railway would create the shortest transportation route from the 
ports of the Black Sea to the ports of the Persian Gulf.



INSTC tested

On 22 September 2016, 2X20 foot containers dispatched from JNPT
(Mumbai) arrived in the “Freight Village Vosnio” (Russia) on 12 October
2016.

▪ The transit time was 23 days.

▪ Containers with industrial radiators sailed from JNPT to Bandar Abbas,
then transported by rail to Rasht station; from there delivered by road
to Astara, reloaded on rail, and finally delivered to destination in
Russia.

▪ PJSC TransContainer provided containers for loading in India and
ensured supply of 1,520mm gauge rolling stock.

▪ Iranian Railways arranged transport of cargo from Bandar Abbas to
Astara.

▪ ADY Express organized transportation on the route
Astara-Samur.

▪ JSC RZD Logistics delivered the cargo from Yalama to Vorsino.





Reassuring beginnings…

India joined the TIR Convention on 15 June 2017.

▪ It helped the first consignment to move under the Convention from
Afghanistan to arrive in India via Chabahar port in March 2019.

▪ In October 2017, India despatched maiden consignment of around
15,000 tons of wheat from Kandla port to Zaranj (Afghanistan) via
Chabahar.

▪ By first week of April 2018, India had sent seven shipments of
wheat to Afghanistan through Chabahar port.

▪ The 7th Coordination Council meeting held in Iran in March 2019
decided to conduct a new Test Run along INSTC, under the TIR
Convention.

▪ to study and analyse bottlenecks and deficiencies of the corridor.
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Glass: half full… 

▪ Indicative of a momentum gained by INSTC, Russia’s JSC RZD Logistics
credited with initiatives, for example,

▪ to explore the feasibility of operating a 40,000 DWT container vessel
between JNPT (Mumbai) and Bandar Abbas port.

▪ Russian logistics company and India’s Container Corporation of India
(CONCOR) currently exploring logistics opportunities along international
corridors including INSTC.

▪ An MoU contemplated between them

▪ India’s Land Marine Engineering has offered to MCOs/NVOCCs
competitive container service between JNPT and Chabahar port:

▪ feasibility of operating 1,100TEU container vessel charter hires on a
Chabahar-JNPT/Kandla-Chabahar cycle within 9 days, handling
2-way traffic at these three ports.

▪ Tentatively offered to run the service at US$150 per slot, for trade from
India to Iran for $10/ton, and from India to Afghanistan at $50/ton.
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